DATE: October 2014

DESCRIPTION: Dual Battery Wiring Kit

APPLICATION: Under vehicle and tub mounted dual battery kits fitted with Redarc BCDC

PART NO.: 4300010

PRODUCT GROUP: 380 Electrical Accessories

BARCODE: 9332018028556

AVAILABILITY DATE: In Stock

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT:

Designed as a complete wiring solution for ARB Dual Battery tub or under vehicle battery trays, this wiring kit has been designed to work in conjunction with Redarc’s range of in vehicle BCDC chargers. Wiring provided is as per Redarc’s recommendations.

The wiring kit includes cables with terminated ring ends for fitment to battery terminals and earth points. It is recommended that connections to the Redarc BCDC use the included soldered butt splice crimp connection that is covered with heat shrink.

The kit includes:

- 6m x 8mm² red wire with 50A inline Maxi Fuse in 10mm corrugated tubing. Terminated on one end with 8mm ring terminal
- 6m x 0.5mm² blue wire in 10mm corrugated tubing. Terminated on one end with 8mm ring terminal
- 300mm x 8mm² red wire with 50A inline Maxi Fuse in 7mm corrugated tubing. Terminated on one end with 8mm ring terminal
- 300mm x 8mm² black wire in 7mm corrugated tubing. Terminated on one end with 8mm ring terminal
- 750mm x 8mm² black wire in 7mm corrugated tubing. Terminated on both ends with 8mm ring terminals
- Positive and negative battery clamps
- In line solder butt splice
- 200mm heat shrink tubing
- 15 x cable ties